Calendar of FC Related Events
For other FC related events in 2017, see previous Editorial Notes in Vol. 19, No 4-5-6 (2016) and Vol. 20, No 1-2 (2017) . All these Editorial Notes are available online free at journal's website.
- Accommodation: Hotels in walking distance in the area of Institute, the details are now given at the conference website, the menu "Hotels for TMSF 2017".
Registration fees: 100 EUR (195 BGN), to cover: conference materials, publication of short paper, coffee breaks, welcome cocktail, conference party, sightseeing tour; for accompanying persons: 45 EUR. Payments are to be done in cash at registration desk (for details on bank transfers in advance, contact Organizers). To those familiar with Dr. Bagley, or at the very least with his work, this is a great loss to our discipline and to our community. To those not familiar, it can be said with no exaggeration that the fractional calculus enjoys the popularity it has today due to his work in describing viscoelastic behavior using generalized derivatives. Ronald's most popular paper now has over one thousand citations with two more papers of his not far behind. There is also, of course, the equation of motion for the vibration of a fractionally damped system that has since come to be known in the literature as the Bagley-Torvik equation. This equation has received a significant amount of attention as a topic in applied mathematics since its 'christening' by Igor Podlubny in his 1999 book on Fractional Differential Equations. Needless to say, Ronald Bagley's contributions to the field are now considered to be the textbook examples of applied fractional calculus.
Ronald I came under the tutelage of Ron in earnest in the spring of 2011 as his second and last PhD student, his first being Michele Deveraux Gaudreault at AFIT. Hailing from the United States Air Force as well, Ron and I had a special bond from the beginning that quickly grew beyond the normal teacher-pupil relationship to that of wingman to best friends shortly afterward. Being the humble man he was, Ron never asserted himself to be the teacher nor demanded the respect that often comes with that title. He always let me take the first step and lead the way in our research. More often than not, this resulted in my returning to him with my findings only to realize he had known what I would find all along. The knowledge Ron possessed regarding the fractional calculus was vast and at times seemed boundless. Together, we quickly completed my dissertation research and successfully demonstrated the application of Ron's work in viscoelasticity to dielectric theory in electromagnetics in the spring of 2013. Ron retired from the University of Texas at San Antonio two years later.
Even though I had attained my PhD, Ron and I continued to stay in close contact and collaborated on several papers; one of which was published in this journal in 2015. Ron would continue to take me to school on a regular basis regarding my research up until the very end with our last conversation involving pushing the envelope of what we knew of the fractional calculus even further.
With all of this said, I believe it appropriate to end this memorial note with an excerpt from the acknowledgements given in the dissertation I did for and with Ron:
"Finally, I'd like to give an extra special thanks to my supervising professor and dissertation committee chairman, Dr. Ronald Bagley. Words cannot express how grateful I am to have even met this man nor can they even begin to express how thankful I am for all of the guidance, encouragement, and support he has given me before, during, and even after my dissertation effort. Sincere thanks goes to him as well for introducing me to the application of the fractional calculus and giving me the privilege of having the opportunity to extend his work in viscoelasticity."
On behalf of his family, friends, and colleagues, Andrew W. Wharmby, Ph.D., 711th HPW/RHDO USAF, Fort Sam Houston, Texas, USA ---On behalf of Editorial Board of the journal and the FC family, we express our sorrow and condolences to Ron's family, friends and colleagues.
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